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Preparing to Teach 
Identity 2A 

Joined to the Branch 

3 Basic Truth Covered: Jesus shows me the wise choice. 

  

 

Unit Intro 

The more time we spend with Jesus; the more parts of our lives we submit to him, the more we will 

resemble him. Jesus is the Branch and only when we are connected to him, by the power of his Spirit, will 

we produce the fruits of the Kingdom. This unit explores how we find our (new) identity in him: by 

following him, seeking his brand of happiness in our lives, depending upon him--even in the small things, 

practicing peace, seeking him after we mess up, and praying, to name a few.  

 

A prayer for teachers: Father God, you created us to be in relationship with your Son, Jesus--the 

Branch. Holy Spirit, guide us into the ways that keep us joined to The Branch. 

  

Lessons in this Unit: 

Lesson 1: Jan. 7: Jesus is The Branch: Jesus and his family come back home, Matthew 1:18-25 

Lesson 2: Jan. 14: Disciples of Jesus: Peter and Andrew; “Let’s Go!” JSB and Matthew 4:18-22; 

16:17-19 

Lesson 3: Jan 21: The Upside-Down Kingdom: Jesus Teaches the Secret of Happiness, 

Children of God Bible,  Sermon on the Mount, Luke 6:20-26 

Lesson 4: Jan 28: Parables: Lost Son,  “Running away,” JSB 

Lesson 5: Feb. 4: Jesus’ Friendship: Zacchaeus, “The Man who didn’t have any friends 

(none)” JSB and Luke 19:1-10 

Lesson 6: Feb. 11: Jesus Teaches us how to Pray: Lord’s prayer, “How to Pray” JSB and 

Matthew 6:5-14 
 

 

Today’s Lesson:  

As we move further along in our Identity Unit, today we consider the story of Zacchaeus. We will examine 

what it is like to be lonely, to become friends with Jesus, and then we will attribute other identity words to 

ourselves when we put them on the tree in response time. As you dialogue with the kids this morning, try 

to weave our memory verse into the story and your interactions. Our objective is to help the children gain 

a recognition that remaining joined to the vine helps us understand our true identity. 

 

This morning, before the kids arrive, please take a moment to suspend the food for Feast from the ceiling, 

per the directions in the welcome/getting ready section. We want to kids to experience a little bit of the 

frustration that Zacchaeus might have felt when he could not see Jesus and had to climb a tree to get a 

better view (though we are not giving kids an opportunity to climb this morning!).  
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The Lesson 
Jesus’ Friendship 

  

Bible Story: Zacchaeus • The Man who didn’t have any friends (none); Jesus Storybook 

Bible p. 264 [Luke 19:1-10] 

Memory Verse: John 15:4 (and verse 5 for 3-5th graders): “Remain joined to me, and I will 
remain joined to you. No branch can bear fruit by itself. It must remain joined to the vine. In the 
same way, you can’t bear fruit unless you remain joined to me. (5 I am the vine. You are the 
branches. If anyone remains joined to me, and I to him, he will bear a lot of fruit. You can’t do 
anything without me.)” 

 

Song: Be the Center  

 

Welcome/Getting Ready: 

What we need: food for Feast contained in a bucket or bag, hung from the ceiling--or 

somewhere out of reach. 

***BEFORE the kids arrive, place the popcorn for snack in an opaque bag, basket, or bucket 

and hang it from the ceiling so that the kids cannot see what is inside no matter where they 

stand in the room. 

 

Co-Teacher at door welcoming kids, helping kids to recognize  

this space as sacred.  Co-Teacher with hands out and let kids  

respond/chose greeting, high five, “knuckles” or a hug.  

(see options at the door on the wall-CONNECT)    

Teacher on floor in a circle on the carpet (K-2) or at the table (3-5th),  

getting kids ready (i.e. helping them prepare their hearts  

and minds for today’s time together and specifically the story). 

 

TEACHER: Good morning!  My name is ________.  

 

Welcome the kids by name. I’m excited about what is hanging from the ceiling this morning.  

 

Hopefully the kids are intrigued because they cannot see what is hanging. 

Let the kids speculate for a few minutes but don’t tell them what is up there,  

and don’t affirm correct guesses. 

 

Note it can be frustrating to not be able to see what is hanging from the ceiling. 

 

UNITE and DISENGAGE STRESS  

Practice the memory verse together. Add movement as you see fit. End slow and quietly to 

prepare for the story.  
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Storytelling: 

What we need: Jesus Storybook Bible, enough wooden figures so that each child has one to 

hold while listening to the story 

 

Pass out the wooden figures. 

Explain that figures are for HOLDING while listening to the story,  

not tossing up in the air, or touching our neighbor.  

If it is too difficult to hold the figures during storytime,  

the Co-Teacher will hold yours for you. 

  

I suggest that if kids try to talk to you during the story,  

you simply put a finger up to your ear to indicate ‘listen’  

and wait for quiet to start again. If a child is persistent, then maybe  

offer a “no thank you” or remind them that they’ll  

have a turn to talk when you finish the story. 

 

Friends, this morning while you listen to this story, I want you to hold and look at this small 

wooden figure of a person. Try to listen and look at your figure, and not look around the room or 

worry about what is going on around you. Are you ready to listen, now? 

 

With minimal eye contact, read “The man who didn’t have any friends (none)” from The Jesus 

Storybook Bible p. 264. [3rd -5th grade, may use Luke 19:1-10]. Take your time reading it and 

don’t bother trying to show the pictures since the kids should be looking at their wooden figures. 

 

WONDERING: 
 

While you may choose to use all of the questions,  

be sensitive to the Spirit’s leading as you move  

into this phase. You may find that one or more  

of the questions seems particularly important to spend  

time with. Also, it is okay if the children speculate  

inaccurately. They are processing the story. 

 

Teachers can share their wondering as well since  

building relationship with the children is one of the goals.   

It may be best for teachers to share after the kids  

so kids aren’t tempted to mimic the teacher. 

 

 

TEACHER:  

I wonder what the best part of the story was to you? 

I wonder what different feelings Zacchaeus had in the story? 

I wonder if you have ever had any of those feelings? 
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I wonder if you have ever felt very lonely, like you needed a friend? 

I wonder how Zacchaeus felt when Jesus wanted to come to his house? 

I wonder if when we make bad choices, Jesus still wants to be our friend? 

 

3-5th grade only (additional questions): 

-I wonder if you think any part of this story could have been left out?  

-I wonder if Jesus wants you to be a friend to the friendless this week?  

-I wonder if even right now the Holy Spirit is reminding you of someone who needs a friend?  

-I wonder how else we show hospitality to people?  

 

TEACHER: “Will you pray with me? _____________  Amen.” [Encourage older children to lead 

the class in prayer, especially 3-5th graders] 

 

Collect wooden figures before moving into response time. 

  

Tell them that over the next 

few minutes they get to work on something of their choosing as a response to 

today’s story.  Describe what materials or activities are available to them and encourage 

them to think of how they will respond before they leave the circle.  Let each child 

think about it for a second and then share what they have chosen to do (with the group) 

before releasing them. Remind the kids that they will have plenty of time to do their work 

(if they don’t finish something, they can take it home and finish it later or come back to it next 

week here).  Also remind them that they’ll be coming back together for FEAST at the end. 

  

At this time, remind children of our commitments. 

These are our behavioral expectations, which they may be reminded of 

throughout the morning as needed. 

  

Our Commitments: (see posters on the wall) 

  

Teacher, remind kids of the following (and unpack any of these as needed): 

  

It is “my job to keep you safe, and your job to keep it that way....so we commit to the 

following…. 

PreK-2nd Grade 3rd-5th Grade 

Helping Hands Acts of Service 

Listening Ears Reflective Listening 

Quiet Voices Respectful Speech 

Walking Feet Considerate Movement 

Right to Pass Personal Choice 
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After reviewing the expectations, please dismiss the children to their chosen response. 

  

RESPONSE: 
*During response time you may play the cd with Be the Center in the background.  

 

Co-Teacher should be responsible for oversight,  

set up, clean up (i.e. helping kids clean up and 

 get things back where they belong--give kids responsibility) 

of the response time. When it is about 11:10 you should enter Feast. 

 

TEACHER/Co-TEACHER: During Response, we believe God is present and is accomplishing 

good work in the hearts of teachers and kids alike. Wait and watch for the Spirit as you 

interact with the kids. Have faith that parts of the story, if not all of it, did catch in their minds 

and hearts. Have faith the story will stick with them even after they leave this morning.  

 

For the times when their Response work may not seem to connect with the story, first ask 

probing questions or remark on what you notice about their work. Perhaps they are connecting 

in a way we would never anticipate! If it appears this is not the case, then please help the kids 

focus on responding to the story by asking them how their work helps them remember 

and/or understand today’s story. Alternatively, ask the Spirit to inspire you with thoughts 

and questions that will connect with the kids and help them along with their response. 

(We include a few thoughts to get your started after each Response Activity, but by no means 

are these exhaustive or meant to be a strict guide.) 

 

Ultimately, the kids have the right to pass when it comes to responding to the story. They 

are still required to be respectful of others who are working, but we cannot force a 

response from them. Faith journeys--for adults and children alike--are rarely efficient and 

often circuitous. 

 

All of what is outlined above is meant to keep relationship (with God and others) as an 

important and sacred part of the morning. Pray and believe God will honor this and is 

honoring this desire--even when faced with apparent mess and disarray. 

 

 

1. Music & Movement 

PreK-2nd: 

DO THIS ONE FIRST 

THIS HAPPENS AS A GROUP ALL TOGETHER 

We need: a few pairs of Rhythm Sticks 

 

Use rhythm sticks to set a beat and everyone call or sing out the Zacchaeus song. 

Teacher and Co-Teacher set the beat first, and then let children take turns using sticks to set 

the beat (they will set an impossibly fast beat, no doubt, enjoy!) 
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Zacchaeus was a very little man, 

and a very little man was he. 

He climbed up in a sycamore tree 

For the Lord he wanted to see. 

 

And when the Savior passed that way 

He looked up in the tree. 

And said, 'Zacchaeus, you come down! 

For I'm going to your house today! 

For I'm going to your house today!' 

 

Zacchaeus was a very little man, 

But a happy man was he, 

For he had seen the Lord that day 

And a happy man was he; 

And a very happy man was he. 

 

3rd-5th grade: 

Think of things that are small, yet important. See how many you can list out in 2 minutes. Then 

take time to review the list. Notice similarities and differences. Notice silly and serious ones. 

What might God be saying to us about small things? What do we think about small things? 

What do we think about small things that are NOT important? Does it depend on the situation or 

thing? 

 

2. Touch the Story 

What we need: Provide copies of the Jesus Storybook Bible, basket of the wooden figures, 

green felt underlay, light brown felt road, tree. For 3rd-5th graders: comic stip doc and fine-line 

markers 

 

Encourage kids to retell the story to one another. 

 

3rd-5th graders:  

What if today’s story happened in your school or family or with your friends? Sketch it out in the 

comic strip document. Work in groups. Share your work with each other once complete. 

 

3. Prayer 

What we need: prayer journals, pens/pencils/colored pencils/markers 

Because of Jesus, we always have a friend, and because of Jesus, we can always be a good 

friend. Ask God to help you show kindness to someone who needs a friend this week, whether it 

is someone at school, a neighbor, or maybe your brother or sister at home. An adult can help 

write down your prayer, or when you have finished praying you may draw a picture in your 

journal. 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zacchaeus_%28song%29#cite_note-4
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zacchaeus_%28song%29#cite_note-4
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4. Collaborative Art: 

We need: Precut shapes of a person (not too big - 5” tall and 3” wide), cut from various colors of 

construction paper, a hole punch, several paper clips, markers 

 

This response activity has been a collaboration with all the children throughout the entire 

Identity Unit. 

 

For this week’s addition to our collaborative tree project, ask the kids to write a word on the 

person-shaped paper that describes who they are when they are joined to the tree (either a 

family tree or the family of God), such as friend, follower, sister, forgiven, kind, etc. When they 

are ready, ask them to use the hole punch to put a hole in their paper person, and use a 

paperclip to create a hook to hang their paper person from our branches 

 

5. Art/Recreate: 

We need: Construction paper, scissors, crayons & markers, glue 

 

Allow kids to make a picture or scene in response to the story 

 

“It is time to prepare for the feast! Please put your work in a safe place and clean up your 

work space.” 

 

FEAST: 

***Please use “Feast” language (not “snack time”) during this section of the lesson and 

remind children why we feast together (you may even ask them why we have feast and 

what our feast together helps us remember).  Feast is a time to engage in relationship 

building and fellowship around something to eat--in “communion” with one another.  It 

should bring us back to the day’s story and God, but also into deeper community with 

one another.*** 

 

Water and cups are available in the rooms each Sunday morning. 

 

 

What you need: SkinnyPop popcorn (that is still suspended from ceiling), napkins, hand 

sanitizer  

 

Have kids gather. While they are using hand-sanitizer and receiving napkins and empty dixie 

cups ask them where their feast is. When you think it is appropriate, drag a chair over to the 

place where the popcorn is hanging, and bring it down.  

 

During feast, ask the kids how they felt earlier when they did not know what was hanging from 

the ceiling. Work a discussion around feelings of being left out, loneliness, Zacchaeus, etc. 

 

Engage in discussion with the kids. This is a time for relationship building. 

Go around the circle and let kids all have a chance to respond. 
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Possible wondering questions:  

[Name of child], I noticed you made _______. What did that mean? Why, etc.? 

Who else would like to share their work with us? 

(Teacher can share his/her response as well.) 

-What are you looking forward to this week? 

  

Give each child an opportunity to share their work during the Feast 

and ask them how their work connects them to the story. Feel free 

to use any unused wondering questions (from the above “wondering” section 

if you’re looking for more conversation starters.)  

 

BLESSING: 
What You Need: Parent Cue sheets at the door, anything children worked on that they want to 

take home 

 

Co-Teacher, help dismiss kids from the circle.  Teacher, keep kids in FEAST mode until 

their parents arrive.  Bless them as they leave saying:  

 

[Child’s name], Jesus is the way, the truth, and the life. Look for him this week! 


